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1 Agreement Asymmetries in Modern Standard
Arabic

• Modern Standard Arabic (MSA):

– The language of written, formal oral communication and newsmedia in
north Africa and the Middle East.

– The language is mostly learned in school, but children are exposed to it
from an early age on through children’s TV, which is also in MSA.

– If not otherwise indicated, the data in this paper are from consultants.

• Predominantly VS, SV-orders arise through a number of processes.

• The Positional and Subject Type asymmetries discussed below do not exist in
modern Arabic dialects.

1.1 The Positional Asymmetry (PA)

• Preverbal full DP subjects control verbal agreement in number (NUM) and
gender (GEND): (1a) (full agreement).

• Postverbal full DP subjects control verbal agreement only in GEND, (1b) (par-
tial agreement).

(1) a. Pal-Paulæ:d-u

DEF-boys-NOM

qadim{*-a/
came{-3SG.MA /

-u:}
-3PL.MA }

‘The boys came.’

∗I thank Mohammed Hassan, Sam Al-Khatib and Islam Youssef fordiscussing the data with me
and providing judgements.

b. qadim{-a/
came{-3SG.MA /

*-u:}
-3PL.MA }

Pal-Paulæ:d-u

DEF-boys-NOM

‘The boys came.’
(Harbert and Bahloul, 2001, 45)

• Gender and number agreement with DPs appear sensitive to different struc-
tural configurations

• Several kinds of movement feed PA, e.g. (2) and (3). There appear to be no
preverbal subjects that do not trigger full agreement (unlike in some Italian
dialects with reminiscent positional asymmetries Brandi and Cordin, 1989).

(2) Focus movement (see Moutaouakil, 1989):

Pa

Q
Pawalæ:d-un
boy-NOM.IND

Ãæ:P{
come.PERF{

*-a

*-3S.M
/
/
-u:

-3P.M
}
}

‘Did boys come?’

(3) Wh-movement:

[Paij-u
[which-NOM

Paulæ:d-In]
boys-GEN.IND]

ya-ÃIb-u
3S.MA -must-IND

Pan

PRT

yu-sæ:fIr-u:

3-travel-P.MA .SUBJ

‘Which boys have to travel?’ (Lit. ‘Which boys is it necessary that
travel?’) (Mohammad, 1999, 100)

full agreement

• Question: If MOVE is a AGREE plus EPP, an instruction to build structure,
there is no reason to expect that MOVE should lead to more agreement.

PA 6=Left Dislocation+Resumption. Full agreement can arise from left dislo-
cation associated with a resumptive pronoun in subject position, (4).
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(4) PaQt:ul:a:b

DEF.students
-u
-NOM

PeIna

where
ya-
3-

drus
study.IND

-u:na

-MA .PL

‘The students where are (they) studying?’ (Plunkett, 1993,243)

• Left dislocated DPs, e.g. left ofwh-phrases in (4), bind a resumptive in the po-
sition they associate with (e.g. Moutaouakil, 1989; Plunkett, 1993). In combi-
nation with the facts about the Subject Type Asymmetry below, this accounts
for full agreement.

• Left dislocation plus resumption cannot be the general explanation for PA
(contra Soltan, 2007).

– PA also arises with focus fronting, which does not allow resumption
(Moutaouakil, 1989), (2), andwh-movement, which doesn’t necessarily in-
volve resumption, (3).

– Left dislocation plus resumption seems unlikely in (7).

1.2 The Subject-type Asymmetry (SA)

• Pronouns, unlike full DPs, trigger agreement inNUM andGEND in preverbal
as well as postverbal position, (1b) vs. (5).

(5) Ãæ:P{*-a
came{*-3SG.MA

/
/
-u:}
-3.PL.MA }

hum
they

læ:

NEG

xud:æ:m-u-hum
servants-NOM-their

‘They came, not their servants.’ (Harbert and Bahloul, 2001, 63)

• Number agreement is sensitive to the structural makeup of the agreement tar-
get.

• The role of person:

– Third person is the default specification (e.g. on verbs thatnever agree like
ja3.ma-bdu: ‘seem,’ and in contexts where agreement fails (6)) altogether,
so the presence of person agreement is not detectable with third person sub-
jects.

– With 1/2-pronouns there is more agreement with number too, so one can’t
tell whether person agreement is possible for the same reason number agree-
ment is possible.

I will not have anything to say about person agreement.

1.3 Absence of Gender Agreement

• GEND agreement can absent in V. . . S order when a PP, (6a-c), or existential
there/hunæ:ka, (6d), are between verb and subject.

(6) a. kæ:n{-a
was{-3S.MA

/
/
-at
-3S.FE

}
}

QInda-l-Pawlæ:d-I
with-DEF-boys-GEN

saj:a:rat-un
car-NOM.IND

‘The boys had a car.’ (Soltan, 2007, 111)

b. leIs{-a
wasn’t{-3S.MA

/
/
-at
-3S.FE

}
}

fi:-l-beIt-I
in-DEF-house-GEN

PImraPat-un
woman-NOM.IND

‘There was no woman in the house.’

c. {ya-
{3 S.MA -

/
/
ta-}ÃIbu

3S.FE-} MOD

Qala:-Pal-muPmIn-i:na

on-DEF-believer-PL.MA .GEN

PaQs:ala:t-u

DEF.prayer-NOM

‘The believers have to pray.’ (Lit.Prayer must on the believers)
(Soltan, 2007, 109)

d. kæ:n-a
was-3S.MA

hunæ:ka

there
muèæ:walæ:t-un

attempts.FE-NOM.IND

lI

to
[. . . ]
[. . . ]

‘There were attempts to [. . . ]’ (Badawi et al., 2004, 317)

• Absence of agreement not widely discussed in either the descriptive literature
(e.g. Ryding (2005) does not mention it, Badawi et al. (2004,354) discuss it
briefly) or the formal literature, but its existence is frequently acknowledged
(e.g. Ouhalla, 1994; Benmamoun, 2000; Soltan, 2007).

• Absence of agreement is only possible in small number of constructions:

– Constructions where the only verb is an auxiliary (e.g.kæ:na ‘be,’ leIsa

‘not be,’ mæ: zæ:la ‘still be,’ Pamsa: ‘be in the evening,’Qsa:ra ‘become,’
PaQsbaèa ‘become’ and ‘be in the morning’)

– Existential constructions like (6d) with the verbs above.

– Some modal constructions involving deontic necessity (waÃaba, lazama

both ‘must’ or ‘have to,’qudIra, qud:Ira both ‘be preordained,’ kæ:na Qala:

‘have to’ lit. ‘be on’).

Some speakers allow absence of agreement with passive ditransitives.

• Agreement is mostly obligatory when subject and verb are adjacent. See
(Parkinson, 2008) a different set of exceptions involving nominalizations.
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1.4 Agreement with Multiple Verbs

• MSA does not have non-finite verb forms, as a resultφ-agreeing verbs ap-
pear in many contexts where non-finite forms are found in Indo-European lan-
guages.

• Compound tense constructions and some constructions involving Aktionsart
verbs allow for multiple (up to at least three) verbs withφ-agreement.

• When two verbs agree with the same subject, each shows agreement according
to its position with respect to the subject: (7).

(7) V1

kæ:na

was.3S.MA

S
Pal-Paulæ:d-u
DEF-children-NOM

V2

ja-tara:kIQd-u:na

3-race around-PL.MA

‘The children were racing around.’ (Badawi et al., 2004, 368)

agrees agrees

• The interverbal position in (7) is not the base position of the subject. Indefinite
subjects, e.g. in the scope of negation in (8), can appear below the lower verb.

(8)
lam

NEG

V1

ja-kun

3S.MA -was
qad

PRT

V2

Pakala

ate.3S.MA

S
[Paj:-u

any-NOM

walad-In]
boy-GEN.IND

O
tuf:æ:èat-an

apple-ACC.IND

‘No boy had eaten an apple.’

• There is no dependency between the agreement features on thetwo verbs, un-
like what as has been argued for complementizer-agreement and verbal agree-
ment in other languages (Zwart, 1997; Chomsky, 2005):

– The verbs can show differentφ-features: (7).

– In interaction with left-conjunct agreement in VS-order, they can express
disjoint sets of agreement features: (9) (not acceptable toall speakers).

(9) V1

kæ:n-at

was.3S.FE

[NPi

Puxt-i:

sister.FE-my

CONJ

wa
and

NPj ]ConjP

Pantum

you.PL.MA

V2

ta-tara:kIQd-u:na

2-race around-PL.MA

‘My sister and you.PL were racing around.’

agrees agrees

– In multiple nominative constructions (Doron and Heycock, 1999), the two
verbs can agree with different nominative NPs: (10).

(The masculine onQDal:a in (10) is not default agreement. When NPi is
replaced by a feminine noun, (11), only feminine agreement is possible.)

(10) V1

QDal:1-a
kept-3S.MA

NPi

[hæ:SIm-un]i
Hashim-NOM

V2

ta-taqad:amu2

3S.FE-progress

PP-proi
bI-hIi

1

on-him

NPj

[Pas:In:-u]j
DEF.years.FE-NOM

‘Hashim was growing old.’ (Lit. ‘The years keep progressingon
Hashim.’) (Cantarino, 1975, 265)

agrees agrees

(11) QDal:{
kept{

*-a/
*-3S.MA /

-at
-3S.FE

}
}

zeInab-u
Zainab.FE-NOM

ta-taqad:amu

3S.FE-progressing
bI-hæ:

on-her
Pas:In:-u

DEF.years.FE-NOM

‘Zainab was growing old.’

This dissociation of the agreement features is also found incases of comple-
mentizer agreement discussed by Haegeman and van Koppen (2009).

• No split agreement:

– (7): V2 can agree with a higher S.

– (10): Both NP1 and NP2 are possible agreement targets.

– In constructions like (10), V2 (tataqad:amu) cannot agree in gender with
NP2 but in number with NP1, schematically in (12).

TheNUM- andGEND-features have to come from the same target.

(12) V1 NPi V2 PP-proi NPj

[GEND]*[ NUM]

• The possibility of multiple heads agreeing with the subjectis a problem in
the face of the Activity Condition on AGREE (Chomsky, 2000). Agreement
with the lower verb in (7) involves allφ-features. This should deactivate the
subject’sφ-features and bar agreement with higher heads.

1The resumptive bound byhæ:SImun gives this structure the resemblance of left dislocation.
Doron and Heycock (1999), however, argue that MSA hasbroad subjects, nominatives that are base
generated in a high position and control resumptives. I assume thathæ:SImun is such a broad subject.
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PA: Number and gender agreement are sensitive to dif-
ferent structural configurations, (1a) vs (1b).

SA: Agreement in VS-order is sensitive to the syntactic
structure of the subject, (1b) vs (5).

Absence ofGEND: In a limited set of contexts,GEND-agreement is op-
tional under non-adjacency, (6).

Multiple Agreement: The subject can be target of multiple agreement rela-
tions, (7).

No Split Agreement:φ-Features of one probe always come from the same
goal, (12).

Table 1: Summary of Phenomena.

1.5 The Proposal in Short

• The data are summarized in Tab. 1.

• Proposal: The asymmetries arise because (i) sharing ofφ-features can happen
in syntax as well as PF, (ii) the relevant processes in syntaxand PF are sensitive
to different structural relations, and (iii) Agreement processes are sensitive to
the internal structure of the agreement target.

– Syntax: AGREEestablishes relations between probes and goals.

– PF: matchesfeature under structural adjacency (Adger, 2000), allowing
functional structure inside a specifier to interact with a following head.

AGREE happening before PF operations restricts the application of matching
at PF.

• Road Map:

Section 2: The subject type asymmetry arises because pronouns and full DPs
make different sets of features available in their maximal projections.

Section 3: PF operations allowφP, the DP internal agreement projection and
origin of NUM-features, to match features with agreeing heads in a Spec-
Head-relation. Matching under adjacency constrained by previous AGREE

provides an account of PA and the absence of split agreement.

Section 4: Agreement with multiple verbs can be accounted for given the ar-
guments in the preceding sections.

DP

D0 φP

φ[NUM] DEMP

DEM0 FP

AP ...

NP
[GEND]

Origin of definiteness markerPal

(comp. Ritter, 1995, for Hebrew).

Agreement projection introducing
NUM (Ritter, 1995), and mediat-
ing DP internalNUM/GEND-concord
(Bernstein, 2001).

Projection introducing demonstra-
tives (Bernstein, 1997).

Functional projection(s) introducing
adjuncts.

Locus of gender features (Ritter,
1995).

Table 2: Internal structure of DP

Section 5: Absence ofGEND agreement is better handled by AGREEgiven the
previous assumptions.

Section 6: Conclusions and further directions.

2 Subject Type Asymmetry

Proposal:φ-agreement has access only to the features in the highest structural
layer of the agreement target. Pronouns and full DPs in MSA differ in the φ-
features accessible in their highest syntactic layers as a function of differences in
internal structure.

• Assumptions about internal structure of DP: Tab. 2. Nouns surface between
demonstratives and adjective, (13).

(13) hæ:Da

this
Pal2-wæ:qIQ-u

DEF-reality-NOM

Pal-mutaöaIj:Ir-u

DEF-changing-NOM

‘this changing reality’ (Badawi et al., 2004, 127)

2I treat the definiteness markers as exponents of D, spelled out on all terminals of the appropriate
type in its c-command domain. This captures that fact that they don’t appear on nouns that have raised
to D, see (21)
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• D is not born with eitherGEND- or NUM-features. It has to acquire them from
somewhere in its complement.

Proposal: D in MSA acquires itsφ-features in a relation with NP. NP has
GEND but noNUM-features. Partial agreement results.

– Evidence about the relation between D and its complement comes from two
sources: morphology and movement. See Appendix A.2 for moredetailed
discussion.

– This analysis assumes that features can be shared between two nodes (i) in
the syntax, and (ii) in a way that the the features on D in this case remain
accessible for later applications of AGREE. More discussion of this point in
Sec. 3 and 5.

• Pronouns: Déchaine and Wiltschko (2002) argue that pronouns come in three
different sizes: DP,φP and NP, each with different properties. MSA pronouns
have the properties ofφP-pronouns (See Appendix A.1). AsφP containsNUM

andGEND, both are accessible to agreement, giving rise to full agreement.

• In combination with AGREESA is derived as in Tab. 3:

– Pronouns: φPR+V consisting of GEND and NUM can accessφ(P) and
AGREE in both features.

– Full DPs: A probe onφPR+V consisting of bothNUM and GEND cannot
access the features inφP due to the interveningGEND features on D, which
it AGREEs with in stead. Partial agreement follows.

For the AGREE-account to work, checking onlyGEND has to be sufficient for
the probe as well as the goal to be licensed. Failure to checkNUM does not
lead to a crash in the syntax.

In addition, theφ-features of non-thematic nominatives as in (10) have to be
accessible to AGREE.

3 Positional Asymmetry

• AGREE: If movement is AGREE+EPP, and EPP is an instruction to build struc-
ture, there is no reason to expect that AGREEshould have access to more fea-
tures in the presence of EPP than in its absence.

a. Pronoun in VS-order: b. Full DP in VS-order:

φPR+V
[

GEND:X
NUM :X

]

YP

φP

[

GEND

NUM

]

φ

[

GEND

NUM

]

NP

. . .

Y′

. . .AGREE

φPR+V
[

GEND:X
NUM :

]

YP

DP
[GEND]

D
[GEND]

φP

[

GEND

NUM

]

NP
[GEND]

Y′

. . .

AGREE *

Table 3: Immediately postverbal subjects.

• Adger (2000): Relations between features can be established in the syntax or
at PF. Syntax and PF do this in different structural relations:

– Syntax: I adopt AGREE, departing from Adger (2000) where SpecHead is
assumed.

– PF: Featurematchinghappens under structuraladjacencyin Tab. 4.

• When a DP moves into the specifier of a head, the functional structure along
the right edge of DP becomes adjacent to that head, compareφP in Tab. 5 and
SP in Tab. 4. This allows matching between theGEND andNUM features in
the subject’sφP and those of the verbal probe.

• Movement does not causeNUM-agreement. It creates a syntactic configuration
that gives PF access to syntactic structures than AGREEcannot access.

• Disconnecting the mechanics of movement and the mechanics of agreement
allows full agreement to be independent of the process that brings about SV-
order (see (2) and (3)). This is unlike the Italian dialects discussed in Brandi
and Cordin (1989), where some SV-orders feed agreement, butthose created
by wh-movement don’t.
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XP

WP

Spec W′

W0 SP

Spec S′

. . . . . .

X′

X0 YP

ZP

RP

. . . . . .

Z′

. . . Z0. . .

Y′

. . . Y0. . .

x and y are in an adjacency relation iff

(i) either the first right-branching node dominating x is thefirst left-
branching node dominating y (dominance to be understood reflex-
ively) or

(ii) x=y

Direction of branching here is to be understood relative to the node from
which the adjacency relation is calculated. (Adger, 2000)

Table 4:Adjacency.

• Silent copies of moved phrases have to be visible to matchingat PF.

– (3): The subjectwh-phrase has moved out of the subordinate clause, and
controls number agreement on the verb in the subordinate clause.

– For agreement under adjacency to account for this, there hasto be a silent
copy of the moved subject in preverbal position in the downstairs clause and
it has to be a possible matching target at PF.

• Matching targets need to be restricted:

– Agreement only with nominatives, never with preverbal objects.

One might restrict matching targets to nominatives.

DP[GEND]

D
[GEND]

φP

[

GEND

NUM

]

φ

[

GEND

NUM

]

ZP

NP[GEND]

X′

φPR+V
[

GEND:X
NUM :X

]

WP

. . .
Match

Table 5: Full agreement via matching in SV-order (to be revised).

– Restricting matching to nominatives is not enough to ban split agreement,
(12). Adjacency allows the lower verb to access the number features of the
structurally higher nominative. Without additional restrictions, this would
allow split agreement in VNPNOMVNPNOM-order.

(12) V1 NPi V2 PP-proi NPj

[GEND]*[ NUM]

• Observation: Both of these problems disappear once AGREE instead of case
serves as a filter on matching targets. If matching only has access to feature
bundles that contain a feature that has been the target of AGREE,. . .

– Agreement with objects is ruled out by the general mechanisms that make
objects inaccessible for agreement in MSA.

– Split agreement is ruled out, because theφ-probe has not AGREEed with
the higher nominative.

An example: Tab. 5.φPR has already entered into AGREE with the GEND-
features in the DP-layer of the subject when the subject was in postverbal
position. Copies of theseGEND-features are also present inφP. As a result,
φPR andφP already shareGEND-features, allowing matching of their other
features at PF. (see also Tab. 6)

• Proposal: PF uses feature matching under adjacency to resolve the values of
features that have not been valued in the syntax, but are partof the same feature
complex as the features that syntax has AGREEd with.
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φPR+V
[

GEND:X
NUM :

]

DP[GEND]

D
[GEND]

φP

[

GEND

NUM

]

φ

[

GEND

NUM

]

ZP

NP[GEND]

X′

φPR+V
[

GEND:X
NUM :X

]

WP

. . .

AGREE

A
G

R
E

E

Match

Table 6: Agreement with two verbs in VSV-order, (7).

PA arises because PF has access to structure inside DPs that AGREEdoes not
have access to.

– AGREE in the syntax feeds matching in the morphology.

– Failure to check features in syntax does not lead to crash, asindependently
argued by Preminger (2009).

– PF has means of assigning interpretations to features that have been left
unchecked in the syntax.

4 Agreement with Multiple Verbs

• Theφ-features on the several agreeing verbs are independent of each other:

– They show different agreement features, (7) and (9), depending on their
local relation to the subject.

– Two verbs can agree with different nominatives, (10).

There is aφ-probe for each verb.

• The assumptions introduced so far account for agreement with multiple verbs
as in Tab. 6.

• φ-Features are accessible for multiple instances of AGREE. They must not
delete or become inactive after the lowestφ-probe has AGREEd with them.

– Number: Valued and interpretable, they shouldn’t delete anyway.

– Gender: Boškovíc (2009) observes that not all gender features are treated
the same in agreement with conjunctions in Serbo-Croatian.

∗ Semantically meaningful gender (on nouns likemanandwoman) behaves
as if it does not delete after AGREE.

∗ Feminine behaves differently from masculine. He suggests that this is
due to the fact that it is potentially semantically meaningful rather than
just an arbitrary grammatical feature.

In MSA, only the presence of multiple feminine agreement canbe con-
firmed, as masculine agreement could be default.

Feminine agreement is frequently interpretable:

∗ On animate nouns it typically indicates feminine sex.

∗ Inanimate plurals systematically trigger feminine singular agreement.

There are suggestive parallels between Serbo-Croatian andMSA, but I leave
this question for further research.

See Carstens and Diercks (2009) for related argument thatφ-features re-
main active in some Bantu languages.

5 Absence of GEND-Agreement

• Absence of agreement has been occasionally suggested (Ouhalla, 1994;
Soltan, 2007) to be due to morphological effects.

Adjacency as in Tab. 4, however, predicts the wrong pattern of absence of
agreement:

– Agreement should be absent whenever there is material between the subject
and the verb.

– Only a small set of contexts ever allows agreement to be absent (see Sec.
1.3).

– Agreement can arise over intervening material (e.g. (6), V2 in (10), (14) is
a variant of (10) where V1 agrees with the lower nominativej).
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(14) V1

QDal:1-at
kept-3S.FE

NPi

[hæ:SIm-un]i
Hashim-NOM

V2

ta-taqad:amu2

3S.FE-progress

P-proi
bI-hIi
on-him

NPj

Pas:In:-uj

DEF.years.FE-NOM

‘Hashim was growing old.’ (Lit. ‘The years keep progressingon
Hashim.’)

The presence of agreement in V. . . S-contexts cannot accounted for by assum-
ing that lower, unpronounced copies of the verb access the features of the
subject. For transitive verbs, there will always be a copy ofthe verb inv that
has the subject in its specifier, which should give rise to full agreement.

• AGREE:

– Possibility of agreement at a distance is expected.

– Absence of agreement could be treated as defective intervention, see Pre-
minger (2009) for a discussion of apparently optional agreement in terms
of intervention and ways of evading it in Hebrew.

∗ This would be a somewhat unusual form of defective intervention as it
would involve PPs as interveners in (6a-c).

∗ The absence of agreement in existential constructions, (6d), might indi-
cate that person is covertly involved in gender agreement, as existential
thereis sometimes assumed to be an intervener for person (e.g. Chomsky,
2000).

A further difficulty from the perspective of intervention comes from the fact
that non-thematic nominatives as in (10) can be agreement targets, but don’t
prohibit agreement across them with the thematic subject, (14).

6 Conclusions

• Agreement asymmetries receive an explanation via the divided and joint labor
of syntax and PF.

– AGREE establishes relations between probes and goals, its resultis depen-
dent on the structure of the agreement target, accounting for SA.

– Feature matching at PF is sensitive to different structuralrelation, but re-
strained by AGREE. It provides morphological expression to features of a
probe that core syntax did not have access to.

• Division of labor between syntax and morphology, and close attention to the
structure of agreement targets gives a simpler picture of syntactic operations:

– The result of AGREE is independent of whether there also is EPP.

– Differences between pronouns and full DPs follow from differences in their
internal structure, not the way the grammar interacts with them (contra pre-
vious accounts of SA e.g. Fassi Fehri, 1993; Benmamoun, 2000; Soltan,
2007)

Failing to checkφ-features in the syntax does not lead to a crash (also Pre-
minger, 2009), but the grammar will use other mechanisms at PF to provide
an expression for features that have gone unchecked.

• Left Conjunct Agreement: MSA has obligatory left conjunct agreement in
VS-order, but full agreement in SV-order. A combination of

– Marušǐc et al.’s (2007) argument that gender features cannot be composi-
tionally computed in mixed gender conjunctions.

– The argument about the features in pronouns and DPs in Sec. 2.

– The assumption that in computing the features of CONJP, CONJ is subject
to similar locality restrictions as AGREE.

– van Koppen’s (2007) account of left conjunct agreement where AGREEhas
access to CONJP and the first conjunct, and PF chooses which one’s features
to express based on which will give a more specific morphology

promises an account of of left conjunct agreement. The left conjunct will
usually have at least gender features, while CONJP will have neitherGEND

nor NUM features. Full agreement in SV-order is difficult to derive in the
current system.

A Subject Type Asymmetry in More Detail

A.1 Pronouns

• What kind of structure are pronouns in MSA?

– Déchaine and Wiltschko (2002): Typology of pronouns in Tab.7.

– Different types of pronouns have different maximal projections, which de-
termines their differing properties.
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Pro-DP: Pro-φP: Pro-NP:

Internal Syntax: D-syntax; Mor-
phologically
complex

Neither D-Syntax,
nor N-Syntax

N syntax

Structure: DP

D φP

φ NP

N

φP

φ NP

N

NP

N

Distribution: Argument Argument,
Predicate

Predicate

Semantics: Definite — Constant
Binding: R-expression Variable —

Table 7: Déchaine and Wiltschko (2002, 410): Typology of Pronoun Types.

• MSA pronouns are Pro-φP.

– φP is an agreement projection hosting number and gender features.

– Pro-φPs. . .

∗ Appear in argument position, (5).

∗ Appear in predicate position, (15).

∗ Are bindable, (16).

(15) Predicate Position:
a. ha:Da:

this
huwa

pron.3S.MA

‘This is he.’

b. PantI

you.S.FE

hIya

pron.3S.FE

‘You are she’

(Ryding, 2005, 300)

(16) Binding:

Pa-xæ:fu

1S-fear
Pana:

I
wa

and
[kul:-u

[every-NOM

zami:l-In

colleague-GEN.IND

l-i:]1
for-me]1

Pan

COMP

Pa- tanæ:fIs-a

1S-compete-SUBJ

Pana:

I
wa

and
huwa1

he1
Qala:

for
nafs-I

same-GEN

l-waQDa:PIf-I

DEF-jobs-GEN

‘I and every colleague of mine are afraid that I and he will be competing
for the same job.’

• Both GEND andNUM are present in the highest projections of Pro-φP, hence
both are accessible to agreement, leading to full agreement.

A.2 Full DPs

• D is not born with eitherGEND- or NUM-features. It has to acquire them from
somewhere in its complement.

• Proposal: D in MSA acquires itsφ-features in a relation with NP. NP has
GEND but noNUM-features. Partial agreement results.

Evidence about the relation between D and its complement comes from two
sources: morphology and movement.

A.2.1 Morphology in D

• Definite and indefinite markersPal- and -n, show noφ-features (unlike e.g. in
German).

• Most quantifiers show noφ-features (e.g.kul: ‘all,’ baQQd ‘some’), at least
one has inherent gender specification (kæ:f:at) ‘all’, see (17) for a combination
with a masculine noun.

(17) Pamæ:ma

in front of
kæ:f:at-I

all-GEN

Pal-mustaTmIr-i:na

DEF-investor-MA .PL.GEN

‘in front of all investors’ (ArabiCorpus, Reference: 070399ECON05)

• Some quantifiers do showφ-morphology:

– bIdQ(at) ‘some, several’ shows the gender opposite of that of its comple-
ment, (18). The opposition of gender agreement, also found with low
numerals, remains to be explained, but there is definite evidence forφ-
morphology on D, determined by the properties of the nominalcomple-
ment.

– PaIj:(at): wh-wordwhich, (19a), free choice item and negative polarity item,
(19b). Optionally shows gender concord.

Importantly: There is concord in gender, but never in number, despitebIdQ(at)

andPaIj:(at) taking plural noun complements, (18) and (19b).
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(18) a. bidQ-at-u

some-FE-NOM

Qtul:a:b-In

students.MASC-GEN.IND

‘some students(masc.)’

b. bidQ-u

some-NOM

Qta:lIb-æ:t-In

students-PL.FEM-GEN.IND

‘some students(fem.)’
(Kremers, 2003, 64)

(19) a. PaIj:at-u

which.FE-NOM

ra:PIè-at-In

smell-FE-GEN.IND

hæ:DIhI

this.FE

‘What smell is this?’ (Badawi et al., 2004, 698)

b. læ:

NEG

tu-Ãad-u

3S.FE-exists-IND

PaIj:at-u

any.FE-NOM

Quru:Qd-In

goals-GEN

mIn

from
tu:tInhæ:m

Tottenham

‘There are no goals from Tottenham.’
(http://vb.alsultaan.com/175494.html)

• Demonstratives agree in number as well as gender with their head nouns.
Bernstein (1997) argues that demonstratives are not exponents of D, but orig-
inate in a lower projection, see Tab. 2. In this lower position, they can inherit
their features fromφP. Their morphology is this no evidence about the relation
between D and its complement.

MSA internal evidence for [φP [DEM. . . -order comes from the combinations
of pronouns and demonstratives. If pronouns likehuwa andhIja occupyφP, as
argued in Sec. A.1, demonstratives should follow them, as they do, (20).

(20) a. huwa
he

Dæ:

that.M
‘that one’

b. hIja

she
Di:

that.F
‘that one’

(Wehr, 1979, 354)

• The morphological evidence suggests that the exponents of Dhave access to
GEND but notNUM-features.

In order to have access toGEN to the exclusion ofNUM, D has to access NP,
rather thanφP.

A.2.2 Movement into D

• Construct states:

– Possessive constructions where the head noun appears to theleft of the pos-
sessor, (21).

– The head noun appears without definiteness marking,Parkæ:n-u as opposed
to definitePal-Parkæ:n-u or indefiniteParkæ:n-u-n in (21).

– These constructions are widely assumed to involve movementof the head
noun into the D-domain (see Shlonsky, 2004, for an overview).

– In some languages this movement results in overtφ-morphology reflecting
theφ-features of the possessum (e.g. Carstens, 2001, for Bantu)

Since the head noun appears before the possessor, the possessor serves as a
gauge for how much of the functional structure between D and Nmoves into
D together with the head noun.

– (21): Adjectives are stranded by movement into D.

– (22): Demonstratives are stranded by movement into D.

(21) Parkæ:n-u

pillars.FE-NOM

Pal-PIslæ:m-I

DEF-islam.MA -GEN

Pal-xams-at-u

DEF-five-FE-NOM

‘the five pillars of Islam’ (Ryding, 2005, 213)

(22) naQDarIj:at-u

theory.FE-NOM

Pat:aQtauw:ur-I

DEF.evolution.MA -GEN

tIlka

that.FE

‘that theory of evolution’ (Badawi et al., 2004, 128)

Movement into D strands the functional structure belowφP, DEMP and adjec-
tives, and thereforeφP itself. The movement target therefore does not contain
NUM-features.

• Names: Longobardi (1994) argues that names move into D.

– (23): Names appear to the left of demonstratives

(23) samQæ:n-un3

Sam’an-NUM .IND

haDæ:

DEM.MA

‘this Sam’an’ (Badawi et al., 2004, 128)

Movement of names into D strands DEMP, and by transitivityφP. The movement
target therefore does not containNUM-features.

3Some Arabic names (those derived from participles, adjectives and a few others) bear indefinite
marking. The fact that this marking is retained when names combine with demonstratives, which
otherwise combine only with definite-marked nouns, suggests that this marking is not interpreted
(the possibility of expletive determiners is discussed in Longobardi, 1994).
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A.2.3 Putting the Pieces Together

• Morphology on D showsGEND, but neverNUM features.

• Movement into D targets constituents that containGEND-, but not NUM-
features.

Proposal: D acquires itsφ-features in a relation with NP. The connection to
movement in Sec. A.2.2 suggests that this might be AGREE.

• If so theφ-features on D must not delete after being checked, but must remain
present be accessed by agreement targets. This issue is related to the persistent
presence ofφ-features discussed in Sec. 4.

• If the probe on D was a normalφ-probe comprisingGEND and NUM, φP
should intervene between D and NP. I suggest instead that thefeature on D is
a categorical N-feature, a syntactic expression of the relation between D and
its complement. The sharing ofφ-features between D and N is a byproduct of
D checking the N-feature.

If on GEND is present on D, DP external agreement controllers only haveaccess
to GEN, resulting in partial agreement.
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